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QUESTION ANSWER

1. What are the similarities between the 
human body and the planet Earth?

Both work as systems in which everything
is interconnected and it is very important 

that its parts work correctly and in balance.
Both systems need care.

2. "The human body needs the planet
Earth to live" True or False?

Give an example.

True. The human body depends on the 
planet Earth to live. For example, the human 

body needs air to breathe, food to nourish 
and water to hydrate.

3. What function do the sense
organs perform?

They capture information from the
outside that is transmitted to the brain

and analysed by it.

4. Plants absorb sunlight through
photosynthesis, a process that allows

them to make their food, develop and grow. 
This process is not indispensable for the 

production of the oxygen that we breathe 
and it does not serve for the transfer of 

energy and nutrients in the environment, 
because plants are not used or consumed

by other living things. True or False?

It's false. The correct answer is:
Plants absorb sunlight through 

photosynthesis, a process that allows
them to make their food, develop and grow. 
This process is essential for the production 
of the oxygen that we breathe and is also 

the basis of the transfer of energy and 
nutrients in the environment, because the 

plants are used or consumed by other
living beings.

Before starting...

• Questions are read in order, from 1 to 10.
• Each person in the couple read a question, covering the column of the answers. the

partner tries to answer and then who read the question also helps in the answer.
• We set up the answer and we check if we are right.
• We make a point if we have success or a zero if we do not.
• The person that has not read a question will now be the one reading, whereasour

partner will answer, but he/she will be helped and the answer checked.
• We exchange our roles until the questions are completed and we add the right answer

(points) to see our result that will be x right answers out of 10 (x / 10).

Are you ready? … Cover the answers and... We start!
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5. The atmosphere plays a very
important role because it keeps the 

temperature of our planet in balance.
This phenomenon is called:

Natural greenhouse effect.

6. What causes the human being on
Earth when burning fossil fuels,
deforesting forests or promoting

industries?

There is a higher concentration of 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere

and increases air pollution.

7. The effect of pollution in the air
is causing a climate change on

planet Earth because:

By increasing the greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere, much more radiation from 

the Sun can not return to space, which 
causes an increase in temperature 
throughout the planet. This is the

artificial greenhouse effect.

8. The phases of the moon influence
the production of crops because they 

stimulate germination or retard it.
True or False?

True. From ancient times farmers
observed the phases of the moon and
saw how it affects the quality of crops 

because they favour the rise or fall of the
sap which is the food for the plant.

9. What are the disadvantages
or dangers of antibiotics?

They can cause side effects such as:
allergies, nausea, stomach pain...

The excessive use of antibiotics in animals
for human consumption: sheep, cattle ...

in livestock farms can contribute to
a resistance to antibiotics.

If the doses of antibiotics are not taken 
correctly, bacteria can become resistant,

that is, they mutate, transform and
become capable of resisting the effects

of an antibiotic.
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10. Is there a common and agreed
opinion on genetically modified foods?

Why?

No there is not.
Opinions are very different.

Some people believe that they are
beneficial for humanity because:

 They provide benefits for
agricultural productivity.

 Foods are more nutritious and are
preserved for longer.

 Plants produce their own pesticide.
 Higher crops (more productivity).

Others believe it is harmful because:
 Productions are monopolized by a

single crop and diversity is lost.
 of the use of chemical pesticides

and their effects on other living
beings.

 The possible long-term effects on
the health of people and animals
are unknown.

 Farmers are not able to have their
own seeds, great costs for them and
benefits for big companies.
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